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About This Game

After your plane crash-lands in Antarctica, you find yourself stranded and alone at an abandoned research facility in the midst
of a deadly blizzard. Plunged into utter darkness, temperatures 100 degrees below zero, and conditions far too harsh to allow for
rescue, you must explore Sutro Station and and use the tools at your disposal in hopes of escaping and finding your way home.

Not a survival game, but instead a game about surviving, Near Death pits you against an incredibly cruel opponent: Antarctica.
Never more than a few minutes from freezing to death in the darkness of polar night, you must reclaim the station from the

elements and fight for your life in a terrifying environment that’s more like another planet than the world you know.

Features

A fully explorable Antarctic research station with seamless open world navigation over an unforgiving landscape.

Unique gameplay and innovative player tools suited to the harsh realities of a frigid, dark continent. Mark your way with
light trails in zero-visibility storms, melt frozen obstacles to explore the base in search of much-needed supplies, create
pockets of warmth with a personal heater, and more.

A dynamic weather system that utilizes snow, wind, temperature, and lighting to create a multitude of Antarctic
conditions ranging from blinding whiteouts to brief moments of calm.

A real-time temperature simulation that freezes and thaws the environment room by room based on exposure to the
elements, building layouts, the base’s power system, and your own ability to establish safe areas with makeshift repairs.
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Discoverable blueprints and upgrades that enhance your capabilities and increase your ability to withstand the cold.

An original score of haunting ambient music that amplifies the isolation of Sutro Station.
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Title: Near Death
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Orthogonal Games
Publisher:
Orthogonal Games
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: Intel Core i5 2.00 GHz or AMD equivalent (64-bit processor required)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 650 with 1GB memory (or AMD equivalent)

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Hungarian
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Short but interesting. Snow + wind effects are very good but I had to disable camera shaking. It's making game more realistic
but also can make you feel dizzy.. Only scratched the surface of this survival game, but wanted to write a quick review of my
experience. Firstly, it works great on ubuntu linux, with an xbox-type gamepad controller. Graphics run fine with my radeon
mesa drivers.

I am enjoying the gameplay, especially because the level design is solid, which includes first-person base-building, to create
shelters with crafted items. Instead of a simple meter showing coldness, the game has a voice actor gasping as an indication of
hyperthermia levels. And the background music is good and fitting, too.

I would recommend this game for someone looking to get their toe into survival horror, who is looking for a game focused on
mechanics and puzzles instead of story, but something easier than other complex titles like Long Dark. This game takes up
1,000 MBs of diskspace, and the game uses the Unity game engine.
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